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1/6 Glad that @googlepubpolicy & @sundarpichai refused to give platform to an

India-hating & #Hinduphobe org - #EqualityLabs and its leaders who masquerade

as "Dalit activists".

On May 22, 2019; their leader Thenmozhi Soundararajan hosted an event with SFJ,

a banned...

2/6..separatist group, that supports #Pakistan sponsored terror groups in India. Equality Lab's "caste report" in its

acknowledgement page listed Bhajan Singh Bhinder alias Iqbal Choudhry, an operative of Pakistan's ISI for more than 30

years. On Nov 14, 2017; Equality Labs..
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3/6..organized a anti-Hindu protest in #California with another #Hinduphobe and India-hater, Pieter Friedrich, who

incidentally also happens to be a associate of Bhajan Singh Bhinder. https://t.co/vCj6skxHyB Equality Lab's hatred for

anything Hindu is so virulent that they ...

https://t.co/vCj6skxHyB


4/6.. launched a campaign to stop the celebration of the Hindu festival of #Holi. Their former director Shermin Hossain, a

Muslim herself, targeted @TulsiGabbard and @JeniferRajkumar during elections, for the simple reason that they were

public about being practicing Hindus...

https://twitter.com/TulsiGabbard
https://twitter.com/JeniferRajkumar


5/6..Using catchphrases like "equity" & "dalit rights", a vicious and well-resourced influence operation is being peddled by

Thenmozhi Sounderajan (Dalit Diva), #EqualityLabs and allied gangs. The lowest common denominator that drives their

activities has nothing to do with ..



6/6...justice or equality or Dalits. What drives their campaign is a shared hatred for everything HINDU and a well curated

agenda to defame and de-platform any representation of the Indian American diaspora or Hindu Americans in the future of

America.

Sinister and Goebelessian.
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